
Terms & Conditions 
 

 

 

Acceptance of Terms 

 

Welcome to the Terms and Conditions for AMD Automotive ("Agreement"). By 
entering in to a contract with Us either by face to face transaction at Our Place 
of Business, or transacting using the AMD Automotive website or any other 
form of Distance Contract, You agree to abide by this Agreement and by Our 
Privacy Policy. These are legally binding agreements between You and Us. 

 

Definitions  

 

(a) “We”, “Us”, “Our” and “AMD Automotive” shall refer to AMD Automotive Limited 
whose registered number is 10301713 and the registered office Registered	in	England,	
Registered	No.	10301713 Registered	Office:	Heron	House,	39-41	Higher	Bents	Lane,	Bredbury,	
Stockport,	United	Kingdom,	SK6	1EE. 

 

 

(b) “You” and “Your” shall refer to You personally, being the customer or prospective 
customer desiring to purchase Goods from Us. 

(c) “Goods” are used vehicles supplied by Us plus any ancillary products or services. 

(d) “Secured Finance” are facilities arranged on Your behalf by Us, with Your full 
consent, to provide funding for the purchase of Goods. These take the form of Hire 
Purchase, Personal Contract Purchase and any other form of funding provided by a 
Financial Institution that uses the Goods as a form of security. 

(e) “Unsecured Finance” are facilities arranged on Your behalf by Us, with Your full 
consent, to provide funding for the purchase of Goods. These take the form of 
Personal Loan, Motor Loan and any other form of funding provided by a Financial 
Institution that does not require any security being invoked on the Goods. 

(f) Satisfactory “Merchantable Quality” is defined by the condition of the Goods 
being at a level that is deemed to be satisfactory and fit for purpose, when 
consideration is taken for the age and mileage of the Goods. This does not under any 
circumstances affect Your rights pursuant to the CRA. 



(g) “Payment Method” is by Bankers Draft, Credit/Debit card, Bank Transfer or 
Finance Company Transfer if a Secured Finance or Unsecured Finance agreement is 
in place. Cash payments in excess of £500 will only be accepted on the sole discretion 
of Us and may require a satisfactory source of funds verification to be made. Credit 
Card payments will only be accepted to a maximum value of £500. Card holder not 
present transactions will only be accepted up to a value of £500 and for payment of a 
deposit amount only. 

(h) “CRA” is the Consumer Rights Act 2015. 

(i) “Place of Business” represents any place where We trade with face to face 
interaction with You and Our Goods are presented for retail to the general public. 

(j) “Distance Contract” represents any form of sale conducted by Us to You that does 
not include any face to face contact from (and including) an initial order being raised 
on a vehicle until the time of delivery of the Goods at which point Our contract is 
concluded. In these cases the contract is governed by both the Consumer Contracts 
(Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 and Distance 
Marketing Regulations 2004 as appropriate. 

(k) “Specification” represents the accurate description of the vehicle make model 
and derivative of the vehicle and any manufacturer fitted feature of the vehicle such 
as, but not limited to, engine; colour; wheel size; upholstery; equipment or other 
feature that has a material effect on the valuation of the vehicle. 

(l) “Trade Customers” are customers who are themselves retailers of motor vehicles 
to third parties located either in the United Kingdom or overseas. 

 

 

Date Protection  

 

Your privacy is important to Us. We shall keep and use any data relating to You in 
accordance with the provisions of all relevant data protection legislation in order to 
process Your order and payment, and (unless You request Us not to do so) to inform 
You about similar products or services that We provide. You may object to receiving 
this information at any time by going to Our Privacy Policy on Our website 
www.amdautomotive.co.uk or by clicking on the marketing choices link within any 
email or text sent to You in accordance with these Terms and Conditions. 

 

 

Orders & Deposits 

 



In You placing an order it enables Us to remove a vehicle from retail sale to the 
general public and allocate a reserved status. To do this a deposit is required from 
You, the amount of the deposit required is subject to variation at the sole discretion 
of Us and will not be less than £50 per vehicle and typically £500. On receipt of the 
deposit monies We will remove a vehicle from sale to the general public for a period 
no longer than 7 days. 

(a) If You are reserving a vehicle via the electronic facilities on Our website 
amdautomotive.co.uk (or any other url used under license by Us) then We will 
remove a vehicle from sale to the general public for a period no longer than 7 days 
and You have an obligation to be in contact with Us via one of Our stipulated 
methods within 24 hours of placing the reservation. Failure to do so will result in Us 
acting in good faith in assuming that Your intention is to rescind the transaction. As a 
result, the vehicle will be removed from reserved status and any monies deposited as 
cleared funds in Our bank account will be returned, in full, to Your original source of 
funds. 

(b) If You are reserving a vehicle that You have not had the opportunity to inspect, be 
it either by way of a Distance Contract or if We are requested by You to move a 
vehicle from one Place of Business to another. You are entitled to a full refund of the 
deposit monies less any failed appointment charges as defined in clause 11. These 
monies will be returned by Us by way of manual cheque or if a debit/credit card was 
used for the original deposit by way of refund to that payment card. 

(c) In the event where We fail to arrange Secured Finance or Unsecured Finance for 
You once You have reserved a vehicle, You are entitled to a full refund of the deposit 
monies less any failed appointment charges as defined in clause 11. These monies will 
be returned to You by Us by way of manual cheque or if a debit/credit card was used 
for the original deposit by way of refund to that payment card. 

 

 

Payment 

 

The deposit having been paid upon the placing of an order then the balance payable 
(or as the case may be, the sum required to complete any initial payment to a 
Finance Company) is to be paid by You or if applicable the 3rd party Finance 
Company prior to delivery of the Goods. 

 

 

Delivery 

 

Delivery of the Goods is to be taken at Our Place of Business within 7 days of 
notification to You that the vehicle is ready for delivery. The Goods shall remain in Our 



beneficial ownership until full payment for the goods has been received. The risk in 
the goods, however, shall pass to You upon delivery. If You request Us to relocate a 
vehicle from one Place of Business to another We reserve the right to charge You 
the reasonable costs incurred in completing the transfer. These costs will be notified 
in writing to You prior to the transfer being made and will be in addition to Your 
deposit requirements. This transfer charge will be non refundable. 

Under Distance Contracts and in exceptional circumstance at Our sole discretion 
We will arrange and agree a delivery to Your fixed place of residence. We may 
require proof of address to be provided before a delivery is arranged and proof of 
identity will be required at the point of delivery. In all instances a delivery charge will 
be made, the amount of which will be determined in line with the distance required 
to move the vehicle from Our Place of Business to the delivery address. The delivery 
charge will be communicated prior to completion of the contract and will be subject 
to VAT. 

 

Transfer Of Deposit 

 

Not withstanding Your rights defined by clause 4 if You fail to pay and take delivery 
of the Goods within 7 days of notification that the Goods are available for delivery We 
shall be at liberty to treat the contract as repudiated by You. We shall then be 
entitled to dispose of the Goods and reserve the right to offset and recover from You, 
by way of damages, any loss or expense including storage and depreciation costs 
which We may suffer or incur as a result of Your default. These costs will typically be 
£50 per day up to a maximum in line with Your initial deposit amount paid. The 
deposit can however be transferred by You in full to another vehicle on Your request 
at any time within 180 calendar days from the point at which this contract is 
repudiated. 

 

 

Part Exchange 

 

Where We agree to allow part of the price of the Goods to be paid by You delivering 
a Part Exchange vehicle to Us, such Part Exchange vehicle shall be delivered and 
accepted upon the following conditions: 

(a) That, after examination of Your vehicle and inspection of the accompanying 
documentation at the time of any agreement being made as to a valuation by Us, it 
shall be delivered in the same condition and within 400 miles on the odometer as 
and when so examined. We reserve the right to revalue Your vehicle if You fail to 
adhere to this requirement. The order and any allowance in respect of a used motor 
vehicle offered by You in Part Exchange is subject to acceptance and confirmation in 
writing by Us.  



(b) That where the Part Exchange vehicle is the subject of a Secured Finance 
agreement We shall be entitled to make any such settlement payment to the 
Finance Company and will, with the consent of that Company, finally discharge such 
agreement and the allowance shall be reduced by the amounts so paid. 

(c) You will disclose to Us whether the Part Exchange vehicle is subject to an existing 
Secured Finance agreement, if this is not disclosed to Us and later becomes 
apparent You will be liable to repay to Us any amounts required to be paid by Us to 
the Finance Company to discharge such agreement. We will conduct our own 
checks using industry standard ownership verifications to seek confirmation of any 
Finance Interest placed on the vehicle, however this does not waive Your disclosure 
obligations under this agreement. 

 (d) If a cancellation is invoked under this agreement and the amount paid to the 
Finance Company under clause 12(b) or 12c) as the case may be, exceeds the value 
agreed in part exchange of the vehicle, You are liable to Us for the differences 
between these amounts with the payment needing to be made within thirty (30) 
days of You sending notice to cancel this agreement either under clauses `15, 16, 17 
and 19 or in line with Your statutory rights. 

 (e) That if Your Part Exchange vehicle is handed over without the necessary 
documentation, namely V5, MOT Certificate (where applicable), Service History 
(where applicable), Spare Keys (where applicable), User manuals and any accessories 
there may be such as locking wheel nut, radio fascia or remote controls, We are 
entitled to request security of up to £500 is provided in order for the contract to be 
concluded and for You to take delivery of the Goods. This security will be repayable 
within 7 working days on provision of the aforementioned documentation and You 
have 14 calendar days to provide. Failure to provide the information will result in You 
forfeiting Your entitlement for a return of the security (or the value provided for Your 
vehicle will be adjusted accordingly). We will also expect You to remove any personal 
possessions from the vehicle, We will not be responsible for any personal items lost 
once the vehicle is in Our possession. 

(f) That if Your Part Exchange vehicle, due to the vehicle age requires a valid MOT 
certificate which is not available, and is being supplied in conjunction with a Distance 
Contract then You must notify AMD Automotive prior to Our collection of Your 
vehicle. Failure to do this will result in AMD Automotive being unable to collect Your 
vehicle and We will treat this as a failed appointment invoking clause 11 of this 
agreement. 

(g) If We buy a Part Exchange vehicle from You, We will be relying upon Your 
representation that; 

• You are legally capable of entering in to a binding contract to sell the vehicle 
• You are at least 18 years old 
• To the best of Your knowledge, information and belief You are the sole legal 

and beneficial owner of the vehicle (subject to clause 12 (c)), the mileage 
reading on the vehicle is true and accurate and the odometer has not been 
tampered with, You have disclosed to us all matters which a prudent 
purchaser would want to know about, such as physical defects in the vehicle 
(e.g. if it has any mechanical problems or major damage), and the vehicle is 
registered in the UK. 



In the event that We discover at anytime that any of the above representations are 
(or are likely to be) inaccurate, untrue or false then We reserve the right (at Our sole 
discretion) to request additional documentation or information from You to 
determine whether the above representations are untrue or false. In addition, We 
reserve the right to withdraw any offer to purchase Your vehicle with immediate 
effect, rescind any contract with immediate effect or (where appropriate) seek 
damages from You. 

We may agree to purchase Your used vehicle under a Distance Contract. In these 
instances Your responsibilities under clause 12 still apply. Whilst an indicative price (or 
guaranteed price if generated via Our online valuation tool) can be estimated for 
Your vehicle based on Your description and mileage provided, a final valuation in 
these instances will not be provided until a physical inspection of the vehicle has 
taken place by a AMD Automotive employee or representative of the AMD 
Automotive to verify the descriptions made are true and accurate. 

 

 

Notices & Complaints 

 

 (a) We AMD Automotive will try to resolve Your concerns as soon as possible, usually 
before the end of the next working day. If this isn't possible We will contact You 
within 5 working days to explain what We are doing and when You can expect a 
resolution. 

(b) Within 8 weeks We will call or write to You either with a final response advising 
You of our findings, or an update on our investigations and confirmation of when We 
expect to be able to provide a final response, if appropriate. 

(c) In certain circumstances, if You are unhappy with Our final response or We do not 
issue You with a final response in writing within 8 weeks of You contacting us with 
Your concerns, You may be able to refer Your complaint to the Financial 
Ombudsman Service or an Alternative Dispute Resolution service. Details of Your 
rights will be provided to You as appropriate in Your case. If You wish to refer Your 
complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service, this must be done within 6 months 
of Our final response letter. 

Financial 
Ombudsman Service  
Exchange Tower  
London  
E14 9SR  

Telephone: 0300 123 9123  
Email: complaint.info@financial-ombudsman.org.uk  

 
Telephone: 01788 538317  
Website for online enquiry: 
www.nationalconciliationservice.co.uk  

(d) In Our final response letter We will indicate whether in Our view Your complaint 
may be suitable for consideration by the Financial Ombudsman Service. 



 

 

Pricing Errors 

 

Whilst We try to ensure that all the prices on the AMD Automotive website and 
other websites We may use as marketing channels are accurate, errors may 
occur. If We discover an error in the price of the goods You have ordered We will 
inform You as soon as reasonably possible. You will then be given the option of 
re-confirming Your order at the correct price or cancelling Your order with a full 
refund of any deposit made. If We are unable to contact You using the contact 
details You provided during the order process, We will treat the order as 
cancelled and notify You by email. If You decide to cancel Your order after We 
have informed You of a pricing error and You have already paid for the Goods, 
We will give You a full refund as soon as reasonably possible (and in any event 
within thirty (30) days of cancellation). 

 

 

Description 

 

AMD Automotive has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information 
contained in the website and other media however; 

(a) Manufacturers are constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design 
and production of their vehicles and alterations take place continually. Whilst every 
effort is made by Us to produce up to date product descriptions and specifications, 
the website and other media should not be regarded as an infallible guide to vehicle 
products and services, nor does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular 
vehicle. AMD Automotive are not agents of any manufacturer and have absolutely 
no authority to bind the manufacturers by any express or implied undertaking or 
representation. Any references to speed or performance should not be taken as an 
encouragement to drive either dangerously or at speeds in excess of national limits. 

(b) All fuel economy figures are in accordance with Directive 93/116/EC. They have 
been calculated using the same test cycle as used for official exhaust emission 
classification. They cannot be compared with the previous steady speed/urban 
figures and are more representative of actual on-road fuel consumption. Under 
normal use the vehicles actual fuel consumption figures may differ from those 
achieved through the test procedure, depending on driving technique, road and 
traffic conditions, environmental factors, and vehicle condition.  

(c) We make all reasonable efforts to check the provenance and history of any vehicle 
We retail to You, including relying on third party vehicle check data. Where an 
anomaly is detected by You following the sale of a vehicle to You then We require 



that You inform Us without delay along with any evidence of this anomaly so that We 
may investigate and provide You with a remedy under Your statutory rights and in 
addition may include reasonable requests for You to co-operate with Us to reclaim 
from the vehicle supplier any losses We experience. 

(d) We do not guarantee that use of the website will be uninterrupted or error-free, or 
that the website and its servers are free of computer viruses or bugs and strongly 
recommend that all users ensure that they protect their equipment with the use of 
firewalls and virus checkers.  

 

 

Other 

 

The terms and conditions above do not abrogate or derogate from the rights 
afforded to You by the CRA, Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and 
Additional Charges) Regulations 2013, Distance Marketing Regulations 2004, 
Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations (2008) and all other statutory 
rights. 

 

AMD Automotive Limited are authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) for consumer credit activities. Our Firm Registration Numbers (FRN) 
is 766793. 

 

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the above information but errors 
may occur. Please check with a salesperson. 

 

Jurisdiction  

 

Any dispute regarding this agreement will be governed by English Law and will be 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Courts of England and Wales. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


